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High-Fidelity Numerical Analysis
of Per-Rev-Type Inlet Distortion
Transfer in Multistage Fans—Part
I: Simulations With Selected
Blade Rows
Demands for improved performance and operability of advanced propulsion systems
require an understanding of the physics of inlet flow distortion transfer and generation
and the subsequent engine response. This also includes developing a high-fidelity char-
acterization capability and suitable tools/rules for the design of distortion tolerant en-
gines. This paper describes efforts to establish a high-fidelity prediction capability of
distortion transfer and fan response via high-performance computing. The current CFD
capability was evaluated with a focus of predicting the transfer of prescribed inlet flow
distortions. Numerical simulations, comparison to experimental data, and analysis of two
selected three-stage fans are presented. The unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) code PTURBO demonstrated remarkable agreement with data, accurately captur-
ing both the magnitude and profile of total pressure and total temperature measurements.
Part I of this paper describes the establishment of the required numerical simulation
procedures. The computational domains are limited to the first three blade rows for the
first multistage fan and the last three blade rows for the second fan. This paper presents
initial validation and analysis of the total pressure distortion transfer and the total
temperature distortion generation. Based on the established ground work of Part I, the
entire two multistage fans were simulated with inlet distortion at normal operating con-
dition and near stall condition, which is Part II of this paper. Part II presents the full
range validation against engine test data and in-depth analysis of distortion transfer and
generation mechanisms throughout the two fans. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3148478�
Introduction
The fan and compressor of a modern aircraft engine are seldom

un in a uniform inlet flow field after entering service. Ever since
he early days of aircraft engine installations, the effects of dis-
orted inflow and incoming turbulence to gas turbine engines have
een a concern. This concern is more pronounced as increasingly
dvanced aircraft are designed for a wide range of operations and
igh fuel efficiency. Inlet distortion influences engine stability,
erformance, and structural integrity, manifested by an inability to
ccelerate, engine overheating, compressor stall and surge, or
ombustion flame out. The engine must work with and tolerate the
nlet distortion since it cannot be completely eliminated due to
ircraft installation effects. A common design strategy is to match
compressor stage well below its peak pressure ratio, in order to

ain higher stability margin during distorted operation.
Current design methodology and modeling techniques for dis-

ortion in the aviation and engine industry was developed during
he 1960s to 1970s based on empirical correlations �1–4�. These
nclude the parallel compressor model and its extensions and

odifications, especially for the discovery of critical angle of
poiled sectors for steady-state circumferential distortions. The
odeling of distortion transfer and evaluation of inlet distortion

ffects continued to flourish throughout the late 20th century to
his day. The most commonly known contribution was the
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Greitzer–Hynes model �5,6� in the late 1980s. This model and its
later extensions �7–9� for compressibility are still the guide in
today’s fan/compressor design process. The challenges today,
however, are increasingly advanced three-dimensional design of
low-aspect ratio fans and compressors. The distortion patterns in-
clude not only total pressure distortions but also total temperature
distortions and swirl distortions. These distortions, in real operat-
ing conditions, are often time variant as well. The distortions in
pressure, temperature, and swirl interact with each other in a
highly nonlinear fashion. A higher fidelity understanding of dis-
tortion transfer and fan response is the driving force for develop-
ment of appropriate analytical tools that model stage-by-stage dis-
tortion transfer behavior, as well as fan blade loading variations in
the circumferential direction.

Over the past decade, a great wealth of insights of unsteady
flow physics in gas turbine engines was gained through experi-
ments and computational fluid dynamics �CFD�. As the capability
of parallel computing and processor speed have steadily in-
creased, numerical simulations play an increasingly important role
in discovering the physics of unsteady flows in turbomachinery,
such as blade row interactions, tip and hub clearance flows, hot
streak migration in turbines, and endwall contouring. CFD, often
regarded as the “third way” aside from physical experiments and
traditional theoretical analysis, is suitable to meet the challenges
described above. CFD simulations for inlet distortion transfer and
fan response have started to emerge in the late 1990s. Hirai et al.
�10� calculated a single turbine stage for inlet temperature distor-
tion and an isolated fan rotor for inlet pressure distortion. Gong
�11� developed a simplified CFD model for rotating stall inception
and inlet distortion in multistage compressor. Hale et al. �12�

coupled the inlet component and a three-stage fan using CFD,
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ith the fan being modeled with source terms �blade forces and
haft work� from streamline curvature solutions. Chima �13� per-
ormed CFD simulations of the NASA stage 35 for compressor
tability. Meanwhile, reduced-order modeling for inlet distortion
ontinues to develop. Ryman et al. �14� studied the Volterra model
or pressure distortion on high-cycle fatigue. Cousins �15� de-
cribed the improved modeling for a high-bypass ratio fan. These
odels are of great value for operability studies, and they are

ridges between high-fidelity CFD and the design process,
hrough which the gains in flow physics can then be realized and
pplied to design better engines.

This paper presents the initial step toward a high-fidelity CFD
apability. Previous modeling efforts �5,11–13,15� have largely
ocused on understanding the impact of inlet distortion on stall
argin. This high-fidelity CFD effort is unique in its attempt to

valuate the ability to model inlet distortion and determine if it is
tool capable of predicting distortion transfer and generation in
ultistage turbomachinery. Two high-performance multistage fans
ere modeled for this research. Each of these fans consists of an

GV and three stages, with engine test data to validate the CFD
rocedure. Instrumentation was placed at stator vane leading
dges as well as at the fan inlet and exit. Total pressure and total
emperature were measured at five immersions. Some casing static
ressure measurements were available as well. The motivation for
his work is a desire to design distortion tolerant fans and accu-
ately predict the inlet conditions to the core compressor. The
ront block �first three blade rows� of the first fan and the rear
lock of the second fan �last three blade rows�, full annulus for
ach blade row, were simulated. The reason for this selection is to
ain higher confidence in numerical predictions. The two fans
ere designed quite differently. The numerical simulation is sub-

ected to total pressure distortion only for the front block of the
rst fan, and to both total pressure and total temperature distor-

ions for the rear block of the second fan. Besides the validation of
he CFD prediction, the simulations are analyzed to understand
he physics of temperature distortion generation and transfer. Ac-
urate prediction of total temperature distortion is important as it
ffects the corrected speed for downstream rotors and flow capac-
ty of stators. The level of temperature distortion to the core com-
ressor is also an important factor since the temperature distortion
s usually amplified as the fan attenuates the pressure distortion.
he temperature distortion is generated as the first fan rotor that

esponds to the incoming total pressure distortion and is found to
ave significant spatial phase difference �in the circumference�
elative to the total pressure distortion. This paper explains how
he total temperature distortion phasing is generated in the first fan

odel and how that phase changes as the distortion transfers in
he second fan model.

This paper is divided into sections discussing the boundary con-
itions, the computational challenges, the analysis of the CFD
esults, and the comparison of numerical results against test data.

Computational Approach
This section describes the CFD flow solver, the computational

omains, and the boundary conditions at inlet and exit.

2.1 Flow Solver. The flow solver chosen was the unsteady
eynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� code, PTURBO �16,17�,
eveloped by Dr. Jenping Chen with support from NASA, Indus-
ry, and the DoD. Its solution algorithm is an implicit finite vol-
me solver that incorporates Newton subiterations and a block-
acobi Gauss–Seidel relaxation scheme at each physical time step.
t has a third-order accurate monotonic upstream-centered
chemes for conservation laws �MUSCL�-type of spatial discreti-
ation scheme coupled with a second-order accurate temporal dis-
retization, which helps to improve flow resolution and minimize
ispersion error. Turbulence modeling is accomplished via the
ASA/CMOTT k-epsilon model specifically developed for turbo-

achinery flows. This code was modified by GE to accept distor-
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tion boundary conditions at inlet and exit boundaries. With prede-
termined load balancing, this flow solver has demonstrated high
scalability and parallel efficiency.

2.2 Fan Model 1. The first fan consists of three stages with
an IGV. For evaluation of the computational approach, the front
block of the fan, shown in Fig. 1, was modeled. The domain
includes the IGV and the first stage. This was deemed sufficient
for the purpose of assessing the CFD prediction capability with a
moderate requirement of computing resources. It also helped to
identify and work out challenges with the CFD procedure.

The computational domain consists of the IGV, Rotor-1 and
Stator-1, and full annulus for each blade row. Blade counts are 13
IGVs, 24 Rotor-1 blades, and 62 Stator-1 vanes. Grid size for one
IGV passage is 221�231�65 in the axial, tangential, and radial
directions. For the Rotor-1, the grid per passage is 227�125
�65, and for the Stator-1, the grid is 171�49�65 per passage.
The IGV and the Stator-1 were properly clocked to engine test
position. The inlet total pressure was a 1/rev sinusoidal distribu-
tion measured from the engine test. Also adopted from the engine
test were total temperature and flow angles. The total temperature
and flow angles were uniformly distributed in the circumference
but with radial profiles. Figure 2�a� shows the absolute total pres-
sure distribution at inlet. The peak-to-peak total pressure distor-
tion at inlet is about 20% of the circumferential mean. The exit
boundary condition downstream of Stator-1 was more difficult to
specify. The pressure distortion was not expected to attenuate at
this location, and the engine test only had readings at hub and
casing, with none in-between. The static pressure radial profile at
this location was taken from the data-matched through-flow solu-
tion and was scaled to measurements from the hub and casing.
The resulting exit boundary condition distribution is shown in Fig.
2�b�. It is necessary to point out that the hub pressure probes were
located within the hub cavity instead of being on the hub surface.
This may drive the CFD prediction near the hub to a different flow
pattern than expected.

2.3 Fan Model 2. The second fan also consists of three stages
with an IGV. This fan has higher wheel speed and higher overall
pressure ratio than the first one. Work split among the three stages
was also different than the first one. For this simulation, the com-
putational domain consisted of the rear three blade rows �Stator-2,
Rotor-3, and Stator-3� and a section of flowpath downstream of
Stator-3. Blade counts were 108, 50, and 118, respectively. The
inlet boundary conditions were developed from experimental data
obtained with a 180/rev inlet total pressure distortion at +10%
operating line. The Stator-2 inlet inflow had both total pressure
and total temperature distortions. This is in contrast to the first fan
model, which had only total pressure distortion at inlet. A sinu-
soidal function was fitted through the Stator-2 leading edge data
using

Fig. 1 Computational domain of Fan Model 1
Pt = Ptave · �1 + amp_Pt cos�phase_Pt + ��� �1�
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Tt = Ttave · �1 + amp_Tt cos�phase_Tt + ��� �2�
he boundary condition was specified at six immersions �8.9%,
7.3%, 46.6%, 67%, 88.6%, and 94.3%�. The amplitudes and
hase are functions of span. Contour plots of the inlet boundary
ondition for the second fan are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.

The domain for each Stator-2 passage was 153�73�57 in the
xial, tangential, and radial directions. For Rotor-3, 149�73
81 nodes were used and the Stator-3 domain was 215�73
57 nodes. The total nodes were therefore 218,372,784, which
ere split into 444 blocks to run the simulation.
These two carefully selected computational domains are

omplementary to each other to cover a broader range in the effort
f assessing the CFD capabilities.

Computational Challenges
The first challenge was to determine the appropriate level of

etails to resolve. The 1/rev distortions have a much longer wave-
ength than that of blade row interactions, and are inviscid in
ature. This can be resolved using a fairly coarse grid. However,

Fig. 2 Boundary conditions for Fan Model 1. 1/rev total pre
at Stator-1 exit „b…. †„Pt− P̄t… / P̄t‡% is plotted in „a…, and †„Ps

Fig. 3 Inlet boundary conditions for Fan Model 2. 1/rev t
¯ ¯
temperature distortion at inlet to Stator-2 „b…. †„Pt−Pt… /Pt‡% is
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this is not the factor for determining the CFD fidelity level. Blade
row interactions, wake migration, and viscous boundary layers
must also be resolved properly because the imposed distortion
interacts with all these high frequency perturbations in a highly
nonlinear fashion. On the other hand, the fidelity level is also
limited by the computing resources and the required turn-around
time. The stator row, which has most of the vanes, was used as a
benchmark for grid resolution. A grid of 700,000 cells was deter-
mined to be appropriate to satisfy the above-mentioned criteria
based on time-accurate CFD experience and trial calculations.
This assessment was based on the third-order spatial accuracy that
PTURBO has. Grid density was then maintained for all other rows.
Besides the regular clustering of cells in the viscous layers and in
hub/tip clearance regions, special attention was taken to ensure
proper grid resolution in the regions outside viscous layers to
resolve pressure and shock wave propagation. Smooth grid reso-
lution was necessary in the circumferential direction near the vi-
cinity of the sliding mesh interface to avoid interpolation errors.
Furthermore, smooth grid resolution was also needed in the axial

re distortion at inlet „a…, and the static pressure distribution
s… / P̄s‡% is plotted in „b….

l pressure distortion at inlet to Stator-2 „a…, and the total
¯ ¯
ssu
− P̄
ota

plotted in „a…, and †„Tt−Tt… /Tt‡% is plotted in „b….

OCTOBER 2010, Vol. 132 / 041014-3
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irection across the sliding mesh interface to minimize loss of
ow features, such as shock waves and wakes.
Several challenges were also addressed related to the CFD flow

olver. The first was that the overall initial solution had to be a
airly good one, at least for the pressure distribution throughout
he domain. This was achieved using the solution from GE’s
hrough-flow code, which provided an axisymmetric solution. The
ther aspect was the robustness of the time marching scheme. The
ewton iteration employed in the flow solver required a close

nitial guess while providing rapid convergence. However, there
as no way to guarantee this everywhere in the flow field, espe-

ially in regions where flow properties had a large rate of change
uch as hub and tip clearances. This often led to an unexpected
rash of the flow solver. A slight change of grid in those regions
ould help but it was a trial-and-error approach. Intuitively, in-
rease in grid density in those regions may help, but in reality it
ften made it worse. To alleviate this challenge, increasing the
umber of steps per period proved helpful as the factorization
rror and linearization error in the LU-SGS procedure are directly
inked to the size of the physical time step. In comparison to the
lternative algorithm, dual-time stepping, in solving the unsteady
ANS, the implicit LU-SGS procedure provides a nominal

econd-order accuracy in time derivatives, but often requires
maller time step than that can be tolerated by the dual-time step-
ing. Large time steps in the direct implicit algorithm would result
n accumulation of those factorization and linearization errors as-
ociated only with the direct implicit algorithm.

Yet another challenge was found when establishing boundary
onditions. The inlet and exit boundary condition treatment in
oday’s CFD solvers still uses one-dimensional Riemann invari-
nts based on characteristics of the flow equations, or the traveling
irection of information from a physics perspective, determined
y the eigenvalues of the inviscid Jacobian matrices of the flow
quations. Flow reversal at the inlet and exit boundary would
ooner or later cause a stability issue, simply because the reversed
ow is not consistent with the characteristic based boundary con-
ition treatment. On the other hand, nonreflecting boundary con-
itions for both inlet and exit are desired for this kind of calcula-
ions due to the lack of freedom to choose the location of the inlet
nd exit boundaries. It’s either dictated by the underlying configu-
ation or limited by the capability of the flow solver.

All the numerical simulations were carried out at the Aeronau-
ical Systems Center, Major Shared Resource Center �ASC

SRC� running on an SGI Origin 3900 and SGI Altix B�2.

CFD Results for Fan Model 1
This section presents the CFD results of the front block �first

hree blade rows� of the first fan model. Comparisons with avail-
ble engine test data are discussed. The flow properties are non-

imensionalized using f̂ = �f − f ref,min� / �f ref,max− f ref,min�. The loca-
ion of reference values in this section are taken from the Stator-1
eading edge on the hub surface. Exceptions are stated with each
lot in this section.

4.1 Generation of Total Temperature Distortion. The tem-
erature distortion generation was expected as a result of fan re-
ponse to the pressure distortion. The interesting aspect is not the
eneration itself; rather, it is the relative phasing difference be-
ween the generated temperature distortion and the incoming pres-
ure distortion. Figure 4 shows a snapshot at one instant in time of
he absolute total pressure and total temperature at midspan of the
ow field. The domain is unwrapped to show the whole circum-
erential view of the flow. The flow comes in from bottom, and
oes up through the IGV and the first fan stage. The rotor rotates
rom right to left. The positive theta direction is the same as the
otation, and is clockwise aft looking forward. The total pressure
istortion went through the first fan stage, staying in phase �rela-
ive to the phase at inlet of IGV�. The total temperature distortion

as generated within the rotor passages, and had about a 90 deg

41014-4 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010
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phase difference to the total pressure distortion, lagging in the
direction of rotation. This temperature distortion propagated
through the stator passages without additional phase change. Fig-
ure 5 shows the comparison at this span between the predicted
total pressure and total temperature and the measured values. The
CFD simulation predicted the generation of the temperature dis-
tortion, and more importantly the phase difference. Validating
PTURBO’s ability to model the phasing difference is important be-
cause it amounts to the prediction of the Rotor-1 response to the
incoming pressure distortion. This is significant since due to the
temperature variation, the downstream rotors operate at different
corrected speed at different circumferential locations. Flow into
the downstream stators are affected as well.

4.2 Comparison to Test Data. The CFD results presented in
this section underline the fact that inlet total pressure distortion
alone can generate total temperature distortion as a fan rotor re-
sponse and swirl distortion driven by static pressure variation in
the circumference.

4.2.1 Profiles of Total Pressure and Total Temperature. Be-
sides the above-mentioned comparison at midspan �Fig. 5�, there
are other immersions where PT and TT data were available. The
PT and TT probes were mounted on the leading edge of the stator.
Two stator vanes were instrumented, which were located at 128
deg and 331 deg, respectively. There were 13 readings available,
corresponding to 13 distortion screen locations. Figures 6–9
present comparisons of all the available PT and TT data against

Fig. 4 Time-accurate solution of absolute total pressure and
total temperature distribution at midspan on unwrapped
surface
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Fig. 5 Comparison of absolute total pressure „PTA… and total

temperature „TTA… at midspan, Stator-1 inlet
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he CFD results. The sampling locations of the CFD results did
ot exactly match the probe locations, which were not available.
he CFD samples were energy averaged for PT and mass aver-
ged for TT. The circumferential profiles in these plots were “pas-
age averaged” and are plotted in nondimensional values.

At about 10% immersion �Fig. 6�, the predicted total pressure
rofile matches data well. For the total temperature, the predicted
rofile represents a sinusoidal-like form that shifts away from the
easured profile. It was noted that at this location, only one of the

wo TT probe readings was meaningful. Increased resolution of
he tip gap flow might be necessary to improve the total tempera-
ure prediction. At about 30% immersion �Fig. 7�, the PT profiles

atch the data as well. The total temperature data show a better
inusoidal form than at 10% immersion, and the CFD prediction
atches the data well, though the overall magnitude of CFD is

lightly lower �about 1%�. At about 70% immersion �Fig. 8�, only
ne probe had meaningful readings for total pressure �PT�, and the
rediction still matched the data. The total temperature again has a
inusoidal form, and the prediction matched the data. The overall
evel of prediction however was higher �about 1.5%�, contrary to
hat at 30% immersion. Recall from Sec. 3, that at midspan, both
he level and the shape of the profile compared very well with
ata. At 90% immersion near the hub �Fig. 9�, the predicted total
ressure level was higher �about 8%� than data, but the prediction

ig. 6 Comparison of absolute total pressure and total tem-
erature at Stator-1 inlet, about 10% immersion

ig. 7 Comparison of absolute total pressure and total tem-

erature at Stator-1 inlet, about 30% immersion

ournal of Turbomachinery
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still held the profile shape very well. The predicted total tempera-
ture also matched the profile well, but the overall level was higher
�about 1.5%�, similar to that at 70% immersion. The overall PT
and TT level translates to the spanwise profiles that are commonly
used for comparison in steady-state and time-averaged calcula-
tions. This generally reflects the spanwise profile prediction accu-
racy of the current RANS �or URANS� CFD capability.

4.2.2 Casing Statics. The casing statics upstream and down-
stream of Rotor-1 were also compared in Fig. 10. The good agree-
ment between the CFD and the data in both the overall level and
the profile shape indicates that the pressure rise across the rotor is
accurately captured near the casing by the simulation.

5 CFD Results for Fan Model 2
A snapshot in time of the 3D simulation near 50% immersion is

shown in Fig. 11 for total pressure and Fig. 12 for total tempera-
ture. As seen in these figures as well as Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, an
approximately 90 deg phase shift already exists between the total
pressure and total temperature at the inlet to Stator-2. These were
imposed as inlet boundary conditions. Figures 11 and 12 show
that no additional phase shift occurs for total pressure distortion

Fig. 8 Comparison of absolute total pressure and total tem-
perature at Stator-1 inlet, about 70% immersion

Fig. 9 Comparison of absolute total pressure and total tem-

perature at Stator-1 inlet, about 90% immersion

OCTOBER 2010, Vol. 132 / 041014-5
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hrough Stator-2, Rotor-2, and Stator-3. However, there is a slight
hase shift �about 25 deg� for total temperature, which occurs
ithin Rotor-3 passage. No additional phase shift occurs across
tator-3 for total temperature at this immersion.
Validation of the CFD simulation of the second fan model was

ccomplished by comparing the simulation with experimental data
cquired at exit rakes downstream of Stator-3. Figures 13–15
ompare the total pressure and total temperature numerical predic-
ions with experimental data at 91%, 55%, and 7.3% immersions.

ig. 10 Comparison of casing static pressure at upstream and
ownstream of the Rotor-1. Reference pressure „used for non-
imensionalization… location is Rotor-1 inlet on casing.

Fig. 11 Absolute total pressure dist
lution at about 50% immersion

Fig. 12 Absolute total temperature

solution at about 50% immersion

41014-6 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010

aded 28 May 2010 to 128.113.26.88. Redistribution subject to ASME
The data have been nondimensionalized. The data match is con-
sidered excellent. Generally the simulation predicted total pres-
sure values very near the measured data. Where differences do
exist they are small �between 2.5% and 3.5%�. The simulation
captured the total pressure profile accurately also. The total tem-
perature profile and magnitude was captured accurately as well.
Any differences in magnitude were only between 1.2% and 3.3%.

tion, snapshot of time-accurate so-

tribution, snapshot of time-accurate
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he difference between the prediction and experimental data in
otal temperature is very encouraging. Recall also that the inlet
oundary conditions at Stator-2 were approximations based on
tting a sine wave to Stator-2 leading edge measurements and will
ffect the magnitude of the prediction at Rotor-3 and Stator-3.

Figures 13–15 show the additional phase shift in total tempera-
ure distortion that occurred between Stator-2 inlet and Stator-3
xit at 91% immersion and 55% immersion but not at 7.3% im-
ersion. The total pressure distortion remained in phase and was

ttenuated between Stator-2 inlet and Stator-3 exit at all three
mmersions. The total temperature distortion magnitude increased
hrough the fan at all immersions.

Discussion of Results
The significant circumferential phase difference between the PT

nd TT distortion was observed in experimental data and the CFD
imulations for both fans. Similar findings were reported by Maz-
awy �4�, and the phase difference was attributed to angular fluid
article displacement. There were also thoughts relating the phase
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difference to fluid inertia as described by Hynes and Greitzer �5�.
These phenomena do exist in the flow, but are not found to be
adequate to explain the total temperature phase difference at
Stator-1 inlet. For the first fan model, the total temperature distor-
tion was generated by Rotor-1 that is subjected to a nonuniform
discharge pressure �see Fig. 10�. For the second fan model, the
total temperature distortion was imposed as a boundary condition
upstream of Stator-2 based on measurement at Stator-2 inlet. Fur-
thermore, TT distortion generation by the Rotor-3 was evident and
the phase of the total temperature distortion was slightly shifted
by Rotor-3. The amount of shifting in phase is different at differ-
ent immersions, as shown in Figs. 13–15.

Attempt is made in this section to probe further for the mecha-
nism. Separated views of the static temperature and absolute ve-
locity �the quantities defining total temperature� for the first fan
model are plotted in Fig. 16 at an upstream and downstream lo-
cation for Rotor-1 at midspan. The Rotor-1 upstream location is
located within the axial gap of the IGV and the Rotor-1 �black
solid circles in plot�. The Rotor-1 downstream location is located
within the axial gap of the Rotor-1 and the Stator-1. The plots are
taken from a time-accurate snapshot at an arbitrary time and are
obviously marred by the passing Rotor-1 shocks at the upstream
location and by the Rotor-1 wakes at the downstream location.
The main profiles, however, stay stationary in the absolute frame
of reference, and can be used as an alternative to time-averaged
profiles. At the downstream location, Fig. 16 reveals that the static
temperature determines the total temperature phasing observed in
Fig. 5 since the Rotor-1 exit velocity profile is relatively flat. To
probe further, static pressure and density profiles are plotted and
shown in Fig. 17. The Rotor-1 discharge pressure profile has a
visible phase difference �about 30 deg� from the inlet profile. The
density profile, on the other hand, has a less visible phase shift
�about 4 deg�. The density distortion is noteworthy since it is often
neglected in previous distortion analysis. Both profiles at Rotor-1
exit shift in the opposite direction of rotation. Following the equa-
tion of state, the static temperature can be modeled using two
sinusoidal functions in the general form of �1+�p cos��
+�p�� / �1+�� cos��+����, where �p and �� are the relative am-
plitudes of pressure and density, and �p and �� are the phase
shifts of pressure and density relative to the incoming profiles.
When �p and �� are comparable, a small change in phase angles
between �p and �� �about 26 deg in this case� could result in a
large shift of the resultant temperature profile.

Compared to the static pressure profile at Rotor-1 exit, the total
pressure profile does not exhibit the phase shift �see Fig. 5�. The
reason is that the absolute Mach number profile �not shown� at
Rotor-1 exit has a mirrored shape of the local static temperature
profile �produced by a relatively flat velocity profile and the static
temperature profile, shown in Fig. 16�. When the static pressure
and Mach number are combined, the resultant total pressure pro-
file is “shifted” back to almost the same phasing as the incoming
total pressure profile.

From the perspective of fan response, the phase difference of
Rotor-1 inlet and exit pressure profiles causes Rotor-1 loading
variation along the circumference. This implies that the pressure
and temperature rise across Rotor-1 varies in the circumference.
Larger pressure rise in the 0–180 deg range is shown in Fig. 17,
corresponding to temperature rise in the 0–180 deg range shown
in Fig. 16. For inviscid flow, pressure and temperature changes are
expressed as Cp�T=�p /�, and density variation could be a sig-
nificant factor. This line of analysis is further extended in Part II
of this paper �18�, in which the pressure and temperature rise of
all three rotors are examined for the underlying mechanism of
temperature distortion generation and transfer.

More analysis, especially those that related to swirl distortions
for both fan models, was also carried out but reported separately

in Ref. �19�.
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Conclusions
Unsteady RANS calculations were successfully applied to pre-

ict the 1/rev inlet total pressure distortion transfer in the front
lock of one fan and the rear block of another fan. The following
onclusions were drawn from the analysis of the numerical results
nd the comparisons of CFD to engine test data.

1. An unsteady RANS CFD procedure was demonstrated by
making use of high-performance computing. No reduced or-
der modeling was involved in this procedure. High perfor-
mance computing allows full annulus simulations to be ob-
tained in an acceptable time frame to be of benefit to the
engine design process.

2. With careful consideration of grid and boundary conditions,
the unsteady RANS CFD code PTURBO was shown to be
capable of predicting temperature distortion generation and
transfer of total pressure distortion in two different fans.
Validation with total pressure and total temperature experi-
mental data showed that the simulations predicted the proper
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The magnitudes were predicted within 3.5% or better. Cas-
ing statics were compared upstream and downstream of
Rotor-1 and showed that the static pressure rise and phase
across the rotor were accurately captured. This represents a
major step forward in distortion transfer prediction and re-
solving the circumferential details of distortion transfer and
generation.

3. The 90 deg circumferential phasing difference between the
pressure distortion and the generated temperature distortion
in the first fan was accurately predicted. Experimental data
from the second fan show a similar phase shift of 90 deg
present at the leading edge of Stator-2. A smaller phase shift
in total temperature continues through Rotor-3. The total
temperature distortion was magnified and the total pressure
distortion was attenuated.

4. Analysis of the simulations from both fans models showed
that static temperature dominated the total temperature phas-
ing. Both pressure rise and density variation in the fan cir-
cumference need to be considered to understand the tem-
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Nomenclature
PTA , PT , Pt � absolute total pressure

PS , Ps , p � static pressure
TTA ,TT ,Tt � absolute total temperature

TS ,Ts � static temperature
� ,r ,z � engine tangential, radial, and axial coordinates

b � blade chord length
u � axial velocity of the fluid
� � density of the fluid
s � entropy
h � enthalpy

Cp � fluid specific heat at constant pressure
� � engine wheel speed

Subscripts
avg, ave � time average or engine circumferential average

min � minimum value in engine circumference
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